
Fact Sheet: For Till Merchants Only

A Guide to Staying Safe 
from Fraud 
The very nature of taking a booking for the 

accommodation you provide can lead to fraud. 

And fraudsters know, and play, on this fact, often 

to your detriment. The following 2 scenarios help 

illustrate the potential traps – and ruses – used to 

defraud honest Merchants.

Scenario 1  

Suppose you receive a request to book a number of rooms for multiple guests. A short 

while later, the same person contacts you to cancel citing unforeseen circumstances 

and, in some cases, using an emotional reason for the cancellation, but making it very 

clear they wish to obtain a refund onto a different card.  

The purchaser or booker may even ask for a lesser amount compared to the original 

transaction. Or you may offer them a % of the original amount in accordance with your 

policy. Either way, this spells potential danger and risk of a Chargeback. Further, 

as Merchant experience shows, the following are key indicators of this potential scam: 

 y A reluctance to communicate via phone 

 y A generic email address 

 y Incorrect use of English 

 y Providing you with multiple card numbers until one goes through 

 y Unwillingness to provide photos of the Card or photo ID  

Be aware that even if you refund a % of the original booking fee, albeit in good faith, 

you will lose the booking opportunity, the booking fee, and have to pay the Chargeback.
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Scenario 2 

Please be careful if you are asked the following question! 

“If I pay you on my card, can you then transfer money to a third party to pay them 
– such as a florist, caterer, comedian, band, light show, dancers, DJ, and so on – 
because they don’t take cards? 

Sadly, Merchants in the accommodation and hospitality sector all over Australia have 

alerted Till about this pattern of fraudulent behaviour. 

In this scenario, individuals booking an event such as a 60th 

birthday party, will complete a card payment over the phone 

and then ask the venue to pay a third party from that amount, 

claiming that the alleged 3rd party does not have an 

EFTPOS facility. 

What is the Best Practice here? 
Simply refuse to pay a 3rd Party.  Do not under any 

circumstances transfer any funds to, or on behalf of, 

a 3rd Party on the basis of a card transaction, as you 

will be liable for these funds. 


